Identify and Bombard Your Weakest Knowledge Areas using a
Laser Sharp focus...and Practically Guarantee* you’ll pass the
A+ Essentials exam on your Very First Try!
“The CramMaster series of training products delivers a superior exam preparation experience. The engine
actually helps you to create an initial benchmark of your existing knowledge, then creates adaptive ‘quizzes’
that drill you on the exam objectives that you have the most trouble with. I would definitely recommend these
training products to anyone looking for assistance in achieving their next (or first) technical certification.”
Aaron Axline, MCSE, MCSA, CIW, A+, Network+, Server+, I-Net+, CDIA+
Technical Writer/Editor

Preparing for and passing a test has been called a skill. Some might say it is a
natural skill. Just as an example, did you ever notice when you were in school that
certain people could get away with studying very little and then ACE a test while
others could study for hours on end and fail the very same test?
Well, we at ExamForce are here to tell you that its not all due to natural skill. Or - pure “talent”. In most cases, those who were “good” at taking tests didn’t really
know exactly why they did good. But we do. Because that’s what we do. Those
people knew...by instinct...or just gut feel...what to study. They realized while
studying and trying to absorb information that they weren’t picking up or retaining
some things as well or as easy as others. So, in most cases without realizing it...
they started re-focusing MORE time on their Weakest Areas.

Everybody Absorbs and Retains Information Differently
Everybody tends to approach studying in the same general way. Read. Think.
Absorb. Read, Think, Absorb. And they repeat this process over and over again
till they think they have it all and are done. Cramming if you will. But everybody
absorbs different kinds of materials or concepts in different ways. Some stuff gets
sucked up like a sponge, while others...well, rolls like water off of a ducks back...

To Insure You’ll Pass the A+ Essentials Exam: Concentrate
on your Greatest Weaknesses
So in preparing for certification examinations like the A+, it is wisest to concentrate
on areas you are weak in. This is where ExamForce excels and it is what sets us
apart from our competition. Our testing engine is the only one that allows you
to start off immediately by identifying what areas you are weak in and then allows
you to focus your testing on those specific areas of weakness. Which also has the

end result of streamlining your studying (by concentrating mainly on what you need
to study, not what you already know) and possibly even reducing your total study
time.
“CramMaster is the best test preparation engine I’ve ever used. I’ve taken over 100 IT certification exams, and I
wish I would have used this software for all of them. The CramMaster engine does an exceptional job of pointing
out your weaknesses and helping you turn them into strengths. I guarantee you one thing; I’ll use them for
every exam I take in the future.”
Robert Shimonski
Author/Technical Editor of over 36 IT certification books
Holds over 30 IT certifications
Authored 40+ CramSession Study Guides

Here’s a list of Features and Benefits for every CramMaster Exam:
●

●

●

●

●
●

●
●

Pre-Test Mode. Cut down on test prep time and increase your chances of passing the exam by
utilizing the Pre-Test Mode. Pre-Test finds out what you know and don’t know so you can identify
and concentrate on your weakest areas and spend less time on mastered areas.
Adaptive Drill Mode. Build your knowledge and skill in weak areas identified during the Pre-Test
Mode, here in the Adaptive Drill Mode. By spending more time on the vendor objective areas you
need more help on, your learning is efficient and focused.
Simulated Mode. Now that you are ready, Find out if you need to study more by taking the tests
in Simulated Mode to get a good idea if you might pass or fail. The Simulated Mode is like taking
the real “live” exam.
Detailed Explanations. When you get something wrong, become more proficient and
knowledgeable on the subject matter by getting detailed explanations on why an answer is right or
wrong.
Randomized Answers. Actually “learn” the material because the answers are randomized,
preventing memorization.
Highest-Quality Reference Material Included**. Questions are mapped back to selected
chapters from industry leading reference materials to build and reinforce your knowledge. Our
partner publications include Sybex, Exam Cram, and other award-winning content providers.
Free Electronic Updates. Rest assured that you will always be learning the latest testing
information, giving you the best chances for passing your exam!
"No Pass, No Pay Guarantee"*. We are so confident in our product that we literally Guarantee
that you will pass or you get your money back!

The A+ Essentials CramMaster 220-701
This CramMaster contains 460+ questions, multiple choice answers and detailed explanations and
includes selected content from the Sybex A+ Study Guide.
It measures your knowledge of basic computer hardware and operating systems, covering skills such
as installation, building, upgrading, repairing, configuring, troubleshooting, optimizing, diagnosing and
preventive maintenance, with additional elements of security and soft skills.

Objectives Covered Include:
●
●
●
●

Hardware
Troubleshooting, Repair & Maintenance
Operating System and Software
Networking

●
●

Security
Operational Procedure

Guarantee* Yourself that You’re Passing the A+ Essentials
Exam...The First Time...
By getting the CramMaster A+ Essentials Test Prep program. It’s the best available
out there and the only one that identifies your weakest knowledge areas, focuses
your learning to target those areas and brings all areas up to a level where you are
guaranteed to ACE the Exam.
Click below to Order Today!

Your 100% No-Risk Guarantee*
All of our products carry our “No Pass, No Pay” Guarantee so if you don’t pass
the Exam...We will refund your purchase!
No Questions asked.
So you see, it really is Risk Free! Order Today!

*Restrictions Apply, **Selected Titles.

